Stewards | J. Jones, J. Evans, M. Herrmann, M. Macdonald  
Veterinary Surgeon | Dr G Moore  
Late Scratchings | Nil  

**Race 1**  
SENTRACK ON THE SEN APP STAKE  
515m  
Grade 6  
- Shortly after the start DUKE OF WELLS moved down checking EMERLEY PHANTOM. On the first turn LONG GULLY FRED moved down checking COORONG CASH and SKYLAR JEN then SKYLAR JEN moved out checking OAKVALE BLUE causing both SKYLAR JEN and OAKVALE BLUE to race wide, shortly after EMERLEY PHANTOM and ZETLAND COUNTY bumped. Approaching the turn into the back straight LONG GULLY FRED moved down checking DUKE OF WELLS.

**Race 2**  
SKY RACING MAIDEN STAKE  
515m  
Maiden  
- A swab sample was taken from the winner JUSTICE FOR ALL.  
- On the first turn CRUSH YOUR ENEMY ran on the heels of FAKE FORECAST. On the turn into the home straight SPRINGVALE CHER ran on the heels of ANOTHER PEACH.

**Race 3**  
MCQUEENS TAVERN MAIDEN STAKE  
515m  
Maiden  
- A swab sample was taken from the winner GO GO DOLLY.  
- Shortly after the start TWO HANDS GEORGE moved down checking FORTIFIED TILLY. On the first turn OAKVALE IMPACT checked around the heels of SALLY NOGGIN.

**Race 4**  
YOU. ME. 6 WEEKS. JUVENILE STAKE  
515m  
Juvenile  
- There were no racing incidents to report.

**Race 5**  
BGC INDUSTRIAL CLEANING SUPPLIES STAKE  
515m  
Grade 6  
- On the turn into the back straight RIGHT EXIT moved down checking YARINDALE. On the turn off the back straight RIGHT EXIT checked around the heels of HURRICANE ELLE.

**Race 6**  
KURT DONSBERG PHOTOGRAPHY STAKE  
515m  
Grade 5  
- On the first turn HOT SPARTAN checked around the heels of SPRING CUERVO and moved out checking RIPPIN’ MANU causing RIPPIN’ MANU to run wide.  
- RIPPIN’ MANU was vetted after the race with no injury detected.

**Race 7**  
GIDDY-UP FREE FOR ALL STAKE  
515m  
FFA  
- On the first turn VICTA BORIS checked around the heels of SHADOW MIST. On the turn into the back straight ASHBY MAYHEM moved out checking SHADOW MIST causing ASHBY MAYHEM to be turned sideways.

**Race 8**  
SECURE RACING LOGISTICS STAKE  
515m  
Grade 5  
- A swab sample was taken from the winner DEFY.  
- On the first turn LOADING ZONE moved out checking WINLOCK HUDDY, then OAKVALE WARRIOR ran wide. On turn into the home straight LOADING ZONE checked around the heels of I’M TOP GIRL and then moved out WINLOCK HUDDY, shortly after DEFY and VIKING VINCE bumped.

**Race 9**  
ACCELL THERAPY FREE FOR ALL  
731m  
FFA  
- A swab sample was taken from the winner MISS BELLAWOOD.  
- There were no racing incidents to report.

**Race 10**  
@THEDOGSSA MIXED STAKE  
600m  
Mixed 4/5  
- On the first turn WEST ON BAMBOO checked around the heels of LONG GULLY EVIE. Along the home straight on the first occasion TAMMY PARKER lost ground appearing injured.  
- TAMMY PARKER was vetted after the race, reported to be injured and was stood down for 21 days.
Shortly after the start DONOVAN BALE moved down checking ASTON ATHENA. On the first turn SONGS AN STORIES ran wide. On the turn into the back straight ASTON ATHENA and NIPPER ZSA bumped. Entering the back straight CAWBOURNE COCO moved out checking NIPPER ZSA.

ASTON ATHENA was vetted after the race with no injury detected.

* Published subject to correction upon revision